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Each night after Ember Pierce falls asleep, she disappears. She can teleport anywhere in the world:

London, Paris, her crushâ€™s bedroom, or wherever her dreams lead her. Ten minutes is all she

gets, and once timeâ€™s up, she returns to her bed. Itâ€™s a secret sheâ€™s successfully kept for

the last five years. But now someone knows.A week after her eighteenth birthday, when frustratingly

handsome Caden Hawthorne kidnaps her, delivers her to the government, and then disappears

before her eyes, Ember realizes two things: One, she is not alone. And two, people like

herâ€”teleportersâ€”are being used as weapons.Forced into a quasi-military training camp for

teleporters, Ember discovers she has been pairedâ€”perhaps for lifeâ€”with Caden, the boy who got

her into this mess in the first place. Now, she has to work with him on a series of teleporting

missions, each one riskier than the last. But Caden just might hold the key to Emberâ€™s escape

plan, if she can survive her missions without losing her heartâ€¦or her life.Revised edition: This

edition of The Vanishing Girl includes editorial revisions and is intended for mature audiences.
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I have not yet finished the book. However, I came here for some clarity. I have bunch of questions. I

am not sure if I overlooked some details but hope you guys can help fill in the gap. Thank

you.SPOILERS!!!!!!!1. The government paid for in-vitro in exchange for the child's services for two

years. I am thinking formal papers were signed? Documents thoroughly stating what use the

government will have for them, I understand Big Brother is scary and when they want they have the

power to cover up anything. Nevertheless, you would think parents of dozens of kids will come forth

and say something about how the government kidnapped their kids? One would think the family

members would be weary about not hearing from their loved ones and the kids not returning back

home after two years of service would raise some red flags.2. Ember said the government

sometimes controlled where they teleported so every time she saw Adrian the government knew

where he was? Then what was the point of Adrian running if the gov't knew where he was. And if he

really is a threat to national security then why not send an experienced spy to kill him instead of

waiting around for a kid to get upto par?3. The simulations are REAL? That made no sense to me.

They spend what I am guessing an insane amount of money to develop these kids only to send

them out inexperienced to a real threat where they can potentially get killed right away. Shouldn't

keeping every single one of them alive be their main priority while they are in school? Whats the

point of the whole program if the kids are just going to get killed DURING training. Also sending

them out in missions just because of their age instead of experience where they can easily become

worm food doesn't make economical sense.

4.5 StarsTHE VANISHING GIRL was a fantastic book that I absolutely loved! I enjoyed this book so

much that I instantly dived into book two, and am reading it now as I write this review. But after

hearing book three wont be released until 18 months after book twos release date, I think my heart

just shattered into a million pieces. This series is just so much fun that I can't imagine having to wait

a whole 18 months until book three is in my need little hands!The world-building was interesting. I

loved the world set-up and teleportation aspect, but at the same time a lot of it didn't make sense

and wasn't explained enough in detail to make it plausible and believable in my mind. Their were

just too many layers of the teleportation that was not elaborated on and didn't fit with the reality of

common sense. But their were aspects that did and was thrilling to endure. Each teleportation only

lasted 10 minutes, so whatever they had to do had to be done quick. And that made it fun and

thrilling to watch unfold. But nevertheless, even with it's faults this book was still so good. I was able

to easily push some of the annoying stuff that didn't sit well with me aside, and dived head first into

all the juicy, fun stuff.I LOVED the main characters, they were all kinds of fun. Going into this book I



thought I was reading a Young Adult novel, which is my usual genre. But as the book progressed

and it got to the intensely intimate parts, I quickly learned that is was most definitely NOT a Young

Adult book liked I once thought. This book was HOT, I loved the interaction that the main characters

had with each other!!! They had this chemistry that swooned and stole my breath away whenever

they were within distance of each other.
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